Intelligent Billing for
the Enterprise

Enterprise 4.0
The explosion of technology, such as the ability to process large volumes
of data in near real time, the unabated growth of internet usage and
connected devices, and the increase in the ability to harness behavioral
data to monetize products and services are what have set the stage for the

The Evolution of Purchases

vast digital transformation we’ve seen over the last few years. And it’s not
slowing down.
With the ever increasing adoption of AI, we are only seeing the pace of
change quicken.

What is Driving the Digital Transformation
for the Enterprise?
1.

Customer experience propels sales growth

2.

Usage and behavioral data is worth its weight in gold

3.

Launching before your competition is key

4.

Bold digital transformation requires enterprise re-invention

Quick sales without a significant attempt to form a long
term customer relationship.

Subscription Economy
Time-based recurring revenue to deliver ongoing services
to customers with an eye towards loyalty.

Limitless Business Models

The continued growth of the technology enabled enterprise (IoT, XaaS,

The full automation of the monetization processes to bake

Industry Automation, and AI) is leading companies to reinvent their

usage directly into the enterprise business model—

business models with services that didn’t exist 5 years ago. They are

machine to machine, high volume, internet scale rating,

reinventing because that is where all of the future efficiencies, innovations

billing and accounting.

in customer experience, and where the profit and margins are to be found.
Machine to machine billing automation has turbo-charged the
monetization evolution.
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Transactional Business

The New Age of Monetization
Leading enterprises have identified monetization as a primary opportunity. No longer can
monetization be an afterthought – an isolated, back-office function that serves merely as a “means
to an end.” Leading organizations are embedding monetization directly into their growth strategy.

84%

of companies leverage

Monetization

usage-based pricing today or

Order Management, Billing, Invoicing, Payments,
Usage Rating, Dunning, Rev Rec, etc.

plan to within the next 2 years.

ERP
CRM

71%

of companies find that usagebased models lower barriers to

Front Office

CRM, CPQ, Self Service,
Self Sign-up, Websites, Portals

The enterprise that invests in the capabilities, and

“If you have a customer

embraces the operating model for company-wide agile

that has specific needs,

monetization have the potential to produce the “golden
trifecta” of results: they’ll grow top-line revenue (new

why would you want to

products, packaging, and pricing types; react more

turn away their business

nimbly to take advantage of changes in the market, etc.),

by saying ‘sorry, this is the

operate more efficiently (close the books more quickly;

only way we can sell?”

reduce the burden of managing the intricacies behind
taxation, etc.), and improve the customer experience

Jim Gearhart

(provide them quotes more quickly and accurately; bill

Senior Director of Sales and
Marketing IT Zendesk

customers how they want to be billed, etc.).
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Back Office

product and service adoption.

Accounts Payable. Payroll,
Planning, Budgeting, Expenses

53%
of usage-based companies
collect customer insights to enhance
relationship management.

Forrester Opportunity Snapshot: Capitalize on Your
Digital Transformation with Usage-Based Models |
November 2018

Across the Enterprise:
The Value of Usage-Based Models

$
$

$
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Finance
Capture New Revenue Streams

Michael Beamer
President Gotransverse

Transformative change can effect the functions within your company
in profound ways. While you are preparing your company for a
changing business model, let’s take a look at across the organization
and highlight what you can expect.

Product
Quickly Launch New Products
Traditionally, organizations’ back-office systems aren’t set up to
launch new products and services quickly, especially under dynamic
business models. Product teams can count on solving this problem
with Gotransverse. The flexibility and automation intelligent billing
platforms provide make them the ideal solution for businesses that
are frequently updating or adding to their offerings catalog, as they
can greatly reduce the time it takes to launch new products and
services.
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Agile monetization will have big implications for the finance
department. The implications for revenue including the impacts on
contracts, invoicing, and timing as well as understanding the
different sources of data or triggers impacting revenue are game
changers for Finance. Finance must be prepared to capture, measure
and plan for incoming revenue streams.

Operations
Visibility Into Revenue Streams
To stay ahead of the market and provide continuous value to
customers, it’s vital that the operations team have visibility into
customer behavior through metrics like churn, retention rate and
customer lifetime value, as well as annual recurring revenue.
Gotransverse provides near real time visibility on all these data
points, giving the team the insight they need to ensure their offerings
are meeting customers’ expectations, and the agility, automation and
analytics they need to ensure accurate, pain-free billing and revenue
management.

Go Beyond Your Billing Limits
Gotransverse is uniquely differentiated in the market with expertise in
real time, for usage-based business models to transform enterprise

Cloud Billing Leader

billing.

The Forrester Wave
Extensibility

Global Reach

Security

Recurring Customer And Billing Management 2017 Gotransverse top scores in complex rating, account
management, and support services.

Gartner Competitive Landscape
Cloud Subscription and Recurring Billing Management 2018
Rapid
Implementation

Native-Cloud
Architecture

Single View
of Information

The MGI 360 Ratings
TM

Agile Billing Market Rating Report 2019
Features Not Limits
Gotransverse is a leading intelligent billing platform; powering faster
time-to-revenue across multiple industries. The Gotransverse billing
platform provides limitless configurations for subscription billing at

IDC MarketScape
Worldwide Subscription Relationship Management
Vendor Assessment 2017

internet speeds. At last there is an agile monetization platform that
keeps pace with your product release lifecycle.
Expertise in Billing Platforms
Enterprise billing, monetization and cloud technology domain
expertise runs deep throughout the Gotransverse team. We deliver
product monetization at speed and with certainty, freeing you to
develop and sell your products the way you want.
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10+

Austin, TX

Years

Headquarters

The Gotransverse Solution

Pricing & Rating

Billing & Invoicing

Revenue Management

CORE PLATFORM

Mediation

Tax

Premier Data Access

ADD-ONS

MORE

INTEGRATIONS & PARTNERS
Tiers

Any UOM Basis
Pass Through
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Custom

Rules by category

Co-term renewals

Multidimensional

Minimum & Maximums

Monthly

Multiple services per invoice

Allowances

Sharing

Daily
Weekly

Various charge models

Prepaid

Pricing
& Rating

Schedule

Recurrence periods

Tapers

Billing
& Invoicing

Proration calculations
Product lifecycle management
Flexible trial periods
Pass through pricing

Charge

Revenue
Management

Order
Billing
Service
Payment
Adjustment

Operations by stage
Triggers
Selection criteria
Post transaction

Some of Our Great Customers

Partners and Integrators

+more
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Gotransverse was Built for the Modern Enterprise
Gotransverse supports the full monetization spectrum through agile billing: ”…Agile billing is the capability to
rapidly monetize new and evolving business opportunities”, MGI research. Spanning the range from
transactional businesses, subscriptions and recurring revenue, to limitless business models, Gotransverse can
integrate any data source and automate limitless monetization models at high volumes. Our users take full
advantage of one-time, recurring and usage-based pricing, regardless of volumes or complexity.

About Gotransverse
Gotransverse provides cloud-based software that enables companies in
any industry to operate as a subscription business model, including the
often challenging aspects of usage-based pricing and monetization at
massive scale. Founded by globally recognized billing experts, we offer an
intelligent billing and subscription management platform that automates
the subscription order-to-cash process, including billing, rating, collections,
mediation, analytics, and revenue recognition.

gotransverse.com | 866.654.1617 | info@gotransverse.com
© Gotransverse, LLC 2018 All Rights Reserved.
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